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Overview of the visit
Members of the GRDC Regional Cropping Solutions Network (RCSN) Geraldton Port Zone decided to
hold their most recent meeting in New Zealand; to better meet with, view and talk to key
researchers and get a different perspective of current and past work to bring home and inform their
issue identification process within the RCSN. As a way of increasing the reach of the GRDC
investment, places on the study tour were openly advertised with the aim of attracting growers from
outside the port zone; as well as grower group chairs and EO’s. This helped to spread the learnings
through the western region. As a result, growers from the Geraldton, Kwinana West and Albany
port zone attended the Study Tour, as well as a Grower Group EO; and grower group chairperson
from the Albany port zone.
This study tour was a chance for the tour participants to become better acquainted with each other;
while using peer learning to help expand the area of scope of each member and others within the
western region grains industry.
GRDC investment of $21,000.00 was applied for via GRDC Grower Group Study Tour application
process with the group successful in attracting $17,000 from this source (Project code KJH2002001AWX). Other investment was received by the 20 participants who participated on the tour
($22,226.86).
A number of key issues have arisen through the RCSN prioritisation process with members of the
Geraldton port zone RCSN. Over the last 2 years, there have been some recurring themes. Barley
acreage has increased in the Geraldton port zone with growers hungry for more information on how
to better grow barley to a good delivery standard. Barley is a relatively new crop in this zone with
limited hectares grown in the past (in 2018, growers in the Geraldton port zone grew 2.7 million
tonnes of wheat and 265,000 tonnes of barley (GIWA Crop Report Feb 2019) compared to 2017
where 1.2 million tonnes of wheat & 70,000 tonnes of barley were grown with a similar trend in the
previous decade (GIWA Crop Report Feb 2018 & GIWA Crop Report Feb 2011 respectively).
Geraldton port zone growers are looking for high yielding packages for cereals after soil constraints
have been addressed as current practices don’t match the new yield potential, particularly around
Nitrogen use and part of this question is linked to the increase in barley grown. We know that New
Zealand growers are working at a high level & achieving massive results by maximising nutrition
efficiency and other inputs such as crop protection; and have created systems to manage the
resultant stubble loads which is another area that Geraldton growers were keen to understand.
Another key area that these growers wanted to peruse is the way that New Zealand farmers and
advisors manage grower group models. How do they build/grow research and development into a
shared experience with members? We know that some of the best extension models originated in
New Zealand and the group visited some of these innovative people. Added to this was their interest
in seeing production systems that are closely integrated with the end user as this differs greatly from
the WA export focused system.
Of the group participating in the tour (20 individuals), 15 of them were growers with majority
growers from the northern wheatbelt of WA (Western Region). To increase the chances of extension
occurring from the trip, expressions of interest were called with two subsidised places being offered
to chairpersons of grower groups (first in first served basis); as well as two subsidised places being
offered to any grain grower within WA (two places on a first in first served basis). This not only
increased the ways that learnings could be extended but also increased the chances of crossfertilisation of ideas and practices.
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Carol Ford
Table 1: List of tour participants

Itinerary for visit
Sunday 9th February
Time
9th Feb
10.00am

Detail
All RCSN members meet at the Qantas airport Terminal 4 at self-service kiosk, no
later than 10.00am. Each member to check in and collect boarding pass.
Qantas QF596 to Christchurch.
Depart Perth 9th Feb at 12.00pm Terminal 4.
Land: 12.35am 10th Feb
Collected at airport by Bentleys Bus

Monday 10th February
10th Feb
1.00am

Stay Airport Lodge Motel:
105 Roydvale Avenue, 8053 Christchurch, New Zealand.
Phone +64 3 358 5119.

10th Feb
2pm

10th Feb
Dinner
speaker

10th Feb

Carrfields Grain and Seed is one of the largest and most reliable international seed
production and marketing companies based in New Zealand.
View trials and talk about what happens in these trials with a broad overview of
the companies whole cereal business with Phil Smith (cereal seeds manager) and
Lyndon Anderson (NZ Sales manager).
6.30pm Dinner at Ashburton Hotel.
Simon Sankey, dinner speaker.
Dairy NZ extension officer.
Dinner supplied
Accommodation:
Bella Vista Motel,
469 West Street, 7700 Ashburton, New Zealand. Phone +64 3 307 7505.
stay@bellavistaashburton.co.nz

Tuesday 11th February
Time
11th Feb
7.00am

Detail
7.00am Chat over breakfast with Andy Macfarlane at the Phat duck cooked breakfast $25 per person including OJ, tea and coffee.
Andy is recently retired from Macfarlane Rural Business (MRB), a farm advisory
company based out of Ashburton in Mid Canterbury, New Zealand - multidisciplinary advice to the agricultural sector. Now holds farms and governance
roles

11th Feb
8.30am

11th Feb
10.00am

11th Feb
1pm
11th Feb
7pm
11th Feb

Breakfast supplied
David and Tracey Fisher. Harvest time - cropping the whole property which is
720ha with nearly 50% wheat average 13t/ha. The rest is in Ryegrass, White
Clover, Cabbage, Red clover, Spinach, Rape, Radish, Corn, Salad, Hemp.
We bake all wheat straw and rye grass straw. It is a family operation with parents
and three children all working on the farm
Eric Watson and Maxine Watson who grew 16.79 t/ha wheat in 2017.
Their 490ha farm – at Wakanui, between Ashburton and the coast – is flat land, 97
per cent irrigated by four bores at depths between 40 and 90 metres.
Eric and Maxine were sheep-and-cropping farmers at Ealing before buying the
Wakanui property in 1992. They have grown a range of crops there; their current
range is cereals, vegetables, alternative pasture species and grass ––all for seed.
David Weith (Bayer Territory Sales Manager for Mid and South Canterbury
specializing in arable crops based in Timaru) will also be in attendance
RCSN Meeting
The Grosvenor Hotel,
26 Cains Terrace 7910, Timaru.
Fusion Restaurant
Dinner supplied
Accommodation- Timaru.
The Grosvenor Hotel,
26 Cains Terrace 7910 Timaru. New Zealand.

Wednesday 12th February
Time
12th Feb
8am

5pm
12th Feb

12th Feb

Detail
Timaru –Warren and Joy Darling were inspired to set a record at their Poplar
Grove Farm in 2015 and succeeded on January 23 with a yield of 13.8t/ha of barley
David Weith (Bayer) will also be in attendance
Dunedin Speights Brewery Tour
See over 141 years of brewing history as our guides take you through our
interactive brewery tour. Focus on the history of this Dunedin icon, by exploring
the brewery from top to bottom with your guide along the way you will learn
about all of the ingredients that go into our award-winning brews and hear about
our state of the art brewing process used today. The tour ends with a tasting,
where you’ll get to enjoy samples of the beer as our knowledgeable guides talk
you through the different styles and flavours in our range.
7pm Dinner
Leviathan Heritage Hotel Dunedin
Dinner speaker: Beef + Lamb NZ –
Laura Lake (Extension Manager Central South Island): General company, structure,
how we operate/allocate levies, issues facing NZ farmers, development of
resources and of course, my role, extension.
Beef + Lamb New Zealand Ltd is the farmer-owned, industry organisation
representing New Zealand's sheep and beef farmers. They invest farmer levies in
programmes that grow the sheep and beef industry and provide sustainable
returns now and for future generations.

12th Feb

Dinner supplied
Accommodation- Woodlands Motels and Apartments,
594 Great King Street, North Dunedin. 9016 Dunedin. New Zealand.

Thursday 13th February
Time
13th Feb
2 pm
13th Feb
13th Feb

Detail
Southern Field Days at Waimumu (12 kms from Gore).
http://www.southernfielddays.co.nz/the-day
Jason Robson, Te Anau Rural Supplies Field Rep. Visit to Mr Jones who manages a
Landcorp Farming Ltd property: Red Deer, with Angus cattle and Perendale
sheep. A winter cropping programme to feed those stock, no grain.
Accommodation: Distinction Te Anau Hotel & Villas
64 Lakefront Drive, Te Anau

Friday 14th February
Time

Detail

14th Feb
10am
14th Feb

FarmRight dairy farm visit. This property is part of a wider corporate business by
the name of FarmRight. Farm manager on the property is Angela Reid with the
visit facilitated by Nicole Hammond - DairyNZ Consulting Officer
Accommodation: Cranbury Apartments
19-23 Gorge Road, Queenstown, New Zealand

Saturday 15th February
Time
15th Feb
15th Feb

Detail
Free day exploring the area
Accommodation: Cranbury Apartments
19-23 Gorge Road, Queenstown, New Zealand

Sunday 16th February
Time
FREE MORNING
10.30am: Depart for airport
1.25pm

Detail
Fly out of Queenstown on 16th February at 1.25pm.
Flight – Queenstown
Arrive Perth (Via Sydney) 6.50pm

Members of the Geraldton Port Zone RCSN who attended:
John Flannagan
Chad Eva
Jason Stokes
Raylene Burns

Andrew Cripps
Shaun Earl
Marcus Blake
Daniel Birch

Western Panel members and GRDC Staff who attended:
Darrin Lee
Rohan Ford

Grower, GRDC Western Panel Chair
Grower, GRDC Western Panel

RCSN coordinator and support who attended:
Julianne Hill

Summary of cropping site visits from participant
10/2/20 Carrfields Seeds. Ashburton.
•
Owned by Carr family. Farms and seeds company.
•
Source seed from breeders in Europe and England and then test and trial. Multiplication and
export.
•
Suppliers of world record irrigated cereals. 13.9t/ha barley and 17.2t/ha wheat.
•
Cereals are mainly used for clean-up crops to grow smaller seed crops.
•
Feed wheat, biscuit wheat, milling wheats (autumn, winter and spring varieties).
•
PGR’s are required as well as trace elements for strong straw to hold up grain
•
Approx 20 units N/t used – same as WA
•
3-phase pumps draw water from wells to the irrigation pivots. Wells are 150m deep with
water up to 30m. 12” bore hole. Water is free but a ‘consent’ is required.
•
Most farms are 500mm-600mm rainfall per year. Plus irrigation on top. Dryland farms are
1000mm/yr (no irrigation) and gro 8t/ha. 6-8 crops/yr. Wheat, barley, Rye grass, clover,
brassica, peas.
•
Average pH 5.8.
•
Land value $45k/ha, Most yields 10-12t/ha @ $440/t = $4500/ha. Inputs approx. $1500/ha.
•
Most farms are owner operator, some contract their spraying.
•
Environmental spotlight is coming on cropping. N leaching into underground water is being
monitored and restricted, and water consent licenses difficult to obtain now. Very little
regulation on chemical use including products types, drift etc.
•
No GM crops in NZ.
•
Most seed crops are already contracted to a seed company before planting.
11/2/20 Andy McFarlane – Fonterra Director, multiple farm owner, Farm Consulting career etc.
•
Average ROC is 2.5% for arable (cropping) and 3.5% dairy. Best farm are at least 5% ROC.
•
Not unusual for farms to have 50% equity due to historical relaxed lending and interest only.
Lots of expansion through cropping and dairy farms and little principal repayments unless it
is an existing family farm. This is changing now because Australia big 4 banks dominate in NZ
so business is heavily impacted by the recent Aus Royal Commission outcomes.
•
Plant based protein is vulnerable on a global scale because it requires GM tech which is also
not supported by the same groups that are anti-meat. Also vulnerable to Glyphosate ban.
11/2/20 David and Tracey Fisher. Sons Andrew and Peter + Daughter. 790ha.
•
Sold farm in 1989 Sth Aus and moved to NZ. Has since bought 14 farms and sold some too.
No CGT or stamp duty. Rates as best place to farm in world. Flat, lots of water, temperate.
9.5km from coast, never >27 degrees.
•
NH combines 10.90 653hp with JD 35” flexi fronts. Stripper fronts on cereals getting 95t/hr.
They mow and sell straw to mushroom farms for $250/t landed.
•
Hybrid spinach $14,500/ha most profitable crop but can only get 10ha from seed producer
who spreads plantings around the world.
•
Choice of 200 types of crops on irrigated paddocks.
•
70% autumn crops so have 2 months off to go overseas each year. Nothing has changed on
the farm when they return.
•
Some out of season rapeseed being grown for $3k/t for northern hemisphere
•
Some crops sustain 20% loss to birds, the local Maoris shoot them.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achieving 10t/ha wheat on some irrigated ‘light soils’ and 14t/ha on some ‘dryland’ stronger
soils.
Using contract precision planters to grow hybrid crops – male and female plants. JD disc
machine for remainder.
Variable Rate inputs. Grid sample 1/ha each 3yrs. Also use yield maps, EM maps. Instant VR
when spreading urea with greenseeker on tractor.
Approx 300 units N per year for cereals. Either 3 x 130 units, or 4 x 80 units.
Reverse VR theory to Aus. Worst soils get higher inputs because they leach nutrients
whereas best soils still produce top end on less nutrients.
Only family labour used (3 siblings) and occasional contract labour.
Soils are silts and loams, mostly clay to 1m and areas with gravel at depth which leads to
leaching but not waterlogging.
They were forced into irrigation in order to maintain water consents. Land worth $45k/ha.

11/2/20 Eric and Maxine Watson. 490ha arable. Fully irrigated.
•
World record wheat yield
•
Irrigation rate 45mm/12 days (heavy soil) and 45mm/6 days (lighter soil). They use soil
moisture probes to monitor and plan irrigation.
•
They have limitations on pumping quantity – 270L/s across 4 wells. Lose a lot to evaporation,
approx. 30%.
•
VR P, lime, K. Not VR N. All liquid urea through 48m Agrifac boom. Stable at 18% N
component and can only use 55kg/ha rate or too much scorch. Heat is required for mixing
liquid urea or it will freeze.
•
Sowing ‘autumn wheat’ early April and harvest in February.
•
Seed rate 55kg/ha, 120 plants/m2, 1400 tillers/m2. 6” rows.
•
2 x PGR’s at GS29 and GS31 – critical to know plant growth stages.
•
5 x insecticides each season (including seed treatment), 1 x pre-em. Rust and Sceptoria are
biggest fungal issues.
•
Dessicates wheat with 2L Gly 540 and 100L water.
•
Break-even 8t/ha. Forecast 15t/ha yield after a perfect season (low rainfall and high UV).
•
Attributes success to attention to detail
•
Soil testing shows OC = 5%, shortage of Mn, Zn, Bo, Mg. Tissue test before each spray
application to know targets. Accurate and timely spray applications is the secret to good
crops.
•
Mostly burns stubbles to get seeder through but burning may be banned to will need to
mulch more.
•
Harvests with Case IH 9250 + Case flex draper front.
•
Basal fertiliser is spread by contractor. VR, although soils are quite consistent.
•
EM mapped for soil water holding capacity.
•
Not CTF – uses different width drills for different types of crops.
12/2/20 Warren and Joy Darling + 3 sons. 570ha arable. Partially irrigated.
•
Farming on edge of town and fronting to ocean. 50 neighbours. Can’t burn.
•
World record barley yield. 13.8t/ha.
•
600mm annual rainfall.
•
Barley yields decreased from 10-12t/ha to 7-10t/ha due to Ramularia. Fungicide resistance
an issue.
•
Growing wheat, barley, sunflowers, hemp, rapeseed, grassed. 6yr rotation.
•
70ha irrigated, remainder dryland.
•
Barley grown April-Feb. $370/t.
•
5t/ha canola yields (OP varieties only). 45-48% oil.

•

80% of NZ population live on Nth Island and 70% of their bread is made from Aus wheat.
Cheaper to transport from East Coast Aus than it is from Sth to Nth Island.
•
Harvesting at 17% moisture and drying to 14% for delivery. Harvest approx. 200t per day for
3 months to keep the dryer full.
•
Use a cultivator bar to rip soil 2” deep prior to drilling. Assist with water infiltration and limit
water logging. Disc seeder 6”. Full CTF.
•
6m header front on Claas.
•
Slug baiting twice per season.
•
Seed rate 80kg/ha for 10t/ha yield.
•
VR fert used. Grid sample 1/ha each 4yrs. Combine 300mm deep sample.

Summary of tour from Participant
From Christchurch we travelled south via the Canterbury Plains which is an amazingly fertile region
with well drained volcanic soils, access to free water for irrigation and 500-600mm rainfall. The
farms were small, about 500ha and cost about $45 000/ha to buy. They don’t like to grow less than
10-12t/ha for wheat. The more competitive farmers like the couple we saw have the world record
for wheat (about 17t) at Ashburton and another at Timaru for Barley (13.9t)-it takes about 8t to
break even on those. They use similar N to us but add in plant growth regulators (PGR’s) to get
strong stalks and focus on trace elements. Nothing is spared in the pursuit of a big yield. The thing
that sticks with me from these visits is their attention to detail. The take home message from the
Agronomist that spoke to us was know your growth stages. The profit is in the detail which is hard
for us but is also a good reminder of a way to push yourself and your yield …...helps if you have
water obviously! They have so many options for their rotations too which is something we don’t
have, and I wish we did.
We also had breakfast with Andy McFarlane, a Fonterra director and owner of multiple farms. He
told us that the average return on capital for arable (cropping) farms was 2.5%. The better farms
run at 5% ROC. The average ROC for a broadacre farm in 2017 was 5.2% and 2018 was 12.3%
according to the Bankwest/Planfarm benchmarks so I think we do alright but lack a bit of
consistency! Farms are under pressure in NZ now because the Australian banks are tightening up on
the interest only loans and the low equity of farms (50% not unusual there).
We talked about our social license to farm with Andy and New Zealanders are just as concerned as
us. He did say that in agriculture we need to deal with this, people should always “…run to your
problems.” Good advice along with “…be brave but not naïve…” when dealing with the issue of
social license. We are entering a new world of activism with social media and we need to deal with
that.
As with most things, sometimes the things you learn come from the least likely places and mine
came from a 31 year old Dairy farmer called Angela who has 3 kids and runs the dairy so well for the
corporate owners that she was named as one of the top businesses for her group. She strives to run
a lean business and be accountable for all costs and spending. Her attention to detail with paddock
management of grasses and feed was first rate. She loves her job!
She has good HR systems in place to keep and attract good employees and spoke about using the
problem-solving tool of asking “why?” 5 times when there was an issue or problem to get to the root
cause. In doing that quite often the problem solved itself without blame on either side and just left

a problem to be fixed. She met with all staff together every day for 10 minutes first thing to make
sure everyone was on the same page. She used this process for a visual daily management board for
the routine tasks. She had a card/list system on a wall in the dairy office that split jobs into those
that needed tackling daily and then weekly and monthly (photo attached). Her whole aim was to pay
people for 100 hours work but have them work more efficiently so they only needed to be there for
80 hours. She worked on her efficiencies and processes too as an employer.
Angela used a self-induction system for contractors and visitors to the farm. In coming into the
driveway there was a hut with a map showing hazards. People were asked to stop and read the
appropriate paperwork contained in a file and sign off on it to show they had. This could be in a
Shearing shed or workshop if the hut idea is a bit much for you, but you are looking for a way to
cover off on safety.
The file in the hut had:
1.
An emergency response guide (what to do with electricity down, shock, chem exposure etc)
2.
Health and Safety Information Sheet (no drugs, hazard reporting, PPE, conduct etc)
3.
Permit to carry and use firearms sheet (for hunters etc)
4.
Fire plan (before, during and after)
5.
Wind plan (for irrigation bits) and earthquake etc
6.
Contractor/Visitor Induction form to sign off on.

Feedback from participants on the GRDC New Zealand Study tour
Each study tour participant completed homework via a Groupmap brainstorming link which was sent
to all 20 participants. This enabled each participant to outline what they wanted to get out of the
trip (prior to the start of the trip); what they thought was interesting and useful, and what they
would do with information they gathered. To this end, three major questions were asked:
•
•

•

PRE-TOUR: 1. What do I want to achieve; and what do I want the group to achieve on this
trip? 2. How do I intend communicating my findings to local farmers?
ON TOUR: Daily Exciting Bit - interesting/different/highlight of the day. 1. How will today’s
activities change the way I/we operate our group or business? 2. What decision/s will I
make as a result of these observations or reflections?
POST-TOUR: 1. Were my expectations of the trip met? Were there any not met? 2. What
have been my primary learning experiences? 3. What opportunities have I identified? 4.
What follow up communication will I make after this tour?

PRE-TOUR: What do I want to achieve; and what do I want the group to achieve on this trip?
Gain a further understanding of utilising grain and cropping by-products to improve animal
production. What are the intricacies of producing ultra-high yielding crops and what can we learn
from this to help us manage seasonal variability, especially maximising upside whilst minimising up
front exposure.
Gain knowledge of the way that farmers in NZ participate in R & D and their extension model.
Identify possibilities to improve our farming practices by looking at other farming systems and high
performing businesses/individuals.

Look at different management systems, farming enterprises, business models and attitudes towards
risk across NZ and how we can adapt our practices to increase production or look at new
ventures/practices in WA.
Meeting and learning from an informed and diverse RCSN group, exposure to different Agribusiness
structures and models in NZ (e.g. high yielding grains, logistically challenging dairy) that can provide
new perspectives for tackling local issues in WA.
Get exposure to high production systems, and glean how to maintain profitability in high production
systems.
Look differently at our own production systems.
Are we utilising every last drop of rain we get for our production? In a wet year are we getting the
most out of the moisture available?
Corporate ag models - are they working okay, are they good?
Curious about what these massive yielding crops look like.
How do the growers adapt for season variability - not sure if the answer is just irrigation? Do they
have the same variability of seasons, input costs and grain prices as us??
How do they use their grower group? Are they inclusive of all members?
I am really keen to see how agriculture in NZ are travelling in the seemingly world-wide problems of
social licence, educating those outside of ag on the importance and relevance of Ag and whether
they too are having the social drain on their communities.
I am very interested in the high yielding crops and what they are doing to achieve these yields
I like to gain a different perspective of farming in NZ. What is it like? Their issues and concerns in
there farming areas, are they similar to me or completely different issues due to the landscape. I am
involved in grower groups at meetings and social platforms, which be main platform of returning this
info while away.
I like to see if they use grower groups like we do.
Time with other tour members talking about issues, meeting NZ ag people and their success/issues,
and to return to my farm with fresh eyes.
I want the group to gather ideas and information to inspire us to do better this season
I want to learn about high rainfall zone cropping and how the NZ grain farmers are achieving such
high yields. Although environmental conditions differ, there must be lessons that we can apply to
our own cropping systems.
Interested in looking at the high yielding cropping systems and to bring back knowledge and
information to help growers realise the potential of grain crops in a high rainfall environment

Interesting in seeing how R, D & E is carried out in NZ - funding, organisations etc. How involved is
the government??
Looking at the diversification of farming enterprises and what information we can bring back possible ideas we can implement.
Some of us have very good underground water. Can we use this to irrigate .... something?
Understanding how NZ uses Co-op's and collaborative farming.
What are the challenges faced by NZ farmers - are they similar to ours and how have they overcome
these challenges? What are the strengths of NZ farming enterprises - are these the areas we are
falling short in and can we increase knowledge to be more competitive (eg increasing yields,
minimising costs, succession plans)
What husbandry is involved in growing these massive crops or is it mainly irrigation?
PRE-TOUR: How do I intend communicating my findings to local farmers?
Communicate findings from the trip back through my local grower group and any other
grower/industry member that may wish to know more. Newsletter, present at a local field day
Communicate these ideas to local farmers through grower groups and through social media.
Grower group meeting, and whatsapp photos/texts to the committee of points of interest
Providing relevant feedback to local platforms such as Liebe Group R&D Committee, Grower Group
updates through March, local agronomists contact.
This can be communicated back to our area through our customer list using our business
communication channels, ie field days, grower meetings, email, social media etc.
We have informal local farmer catch ups on a fortnightly basis. This along with workshops and field
days hosted on our property will give us a forum to inform others about our learnings.
I will communicate through our local grower group and twitter
If we can learn any lessons from the interaction with industry involved people both within the tour
group or the people we meet this can be communicated back to our local community or be
developed through RCSN/GRDC.
Communication to local farmers - I will write an article for our Stirlings to Coast Farmers quarterly
newsletter highlighting some of the lessons learnt on the trip.
Communication will be through social media and through conversations with local growers.
I propose to write an article in the local grower group newsletter (+150 member businesses) to share
learning and provide feedback.

ON TOUR: Daily Exciting Bit - interesting/different/highlight of the day. 1. How will today’s
activities change the way I/we operate our group or business? 2. What decision/s will I make as a
result of these observations or reflections?
Growth regs and variety choice means that head loss in barley is not a major issue.
ROC pretty low compared to WA, most farms get 3.5%, good operators get around 7%
Straw that goes into the mushroom market will get ~$50/t, $5-600/ha. (Pretty high harvest index)
and there is not a huge issue with fungicide residues prior to going into the market
20 to 1000 ha property farmed in the area
The urban rural divide is even stronger in NZ than AUS. NZ has seen massive gains in efficiency in the
livestock sector since 1990
Gore field days - The co-op model seems to work well both for input supply and product
sale/marketing. Not sure why, in Australia, Wesfarmers changed this model to being publicly traded.
Is there an advantage to being exclusively owned by farmers?
Te Anau - The deer farm worked well, being a diversified livestock operation. Deer were lucrative
until they aren’t! The Landcorp model was interesting, and seemed well run. Take home message
from there was that a great manager is critical, and that it’s easy to have a great manager if there is
a great community
Good staff make a good business. After visiting 5 Rivers, I now know what they look like!
5 Rivers Farm for the FarmRight Dairy - what an operation! Having a manager who loves and
breathes dairy was the key to making the corporate model profitable, but it flowed both ways, as the
successful model only worked because the dairy gave back to the community, not with grants but
with allowing the farm to run like a family business, enabling staff to keep their own families happy.
6 to 7 different crop types can be grown in the Canterbury region
A reliable supply of water gives you so many crop options
Amount of water used/available is amazing
Andy Macfarlane was a great speaker really opened my mind to things to think about in our industry
Attention to detail, we could probably do better - spray timings etc
Average return on assets 2.5% for arable farmers (grain)
Be strong on social licence. Kiwis seem have been forced further down the path than we have.
Be careful of interest only farming systems which is how the NZ farming lending had been until
recently
Corporate farms operate better in NZ. Seem to be land banks back in Australia rather than
agricultural people

Crop diversity is something we should be looking for at home, not looking for a silver bullet but
experimenting with different crop types and opportunity for different markets
Cropping/dairy operations running at 50% equity even with large capital appreciation over the last
15 years
Dairy NZ is an amazing industry body. Dairy farmers have a lot to offer us especially in labour
management and pushing the limits of productivity (grass farming)
Definitely look at the possibility of any other crops to grow in the rotation. More rotations crops
equals better nutrition and chemical plan
Diversity can be created if there is a desire or a requirement.
Enviro regulations increasing and there is a formal social license for dairy farmers (audit process).
Explore irrigation when we have water with low cost equipment.
Farmers are not scared to move towns or areas to improve their farming prospects. This is assisted
by the lack of Capital Gains Tax and Stamp Duty
Free water, land cost $45,000 to $50,000 per ha in the Canterbury region
Government regulation is very strong in agriculture here
Healthy cowpats should look like pavlova
How many different avenues there are to use milk solids (eg - in ham)
Irrigation gives ability to have more crop rotations allowing for better weed disease and weed
control
It was amazing how people not from a family farm are getting the opportunity to get into the
farming industry through share milking to eventually having the means to purchase their own farm
Land price correction 10-20% on Canterbury plains. Banks changing lending policy from interest only
to include capital repayments. Milk, meat and grain prices are relatively high, farmer confidence
relatively low. The greed/fear cycle is alive and well in NZ.
Learning about the seed business especially for high value crops
Most arable farmers that have irrigation have the choice of 200 crop types.
NZ government banned overseas investment in agricultural land. Not sure would be good long term
but interesting
People are key and a good business should be able to operate without the owner/manager needing
to oversee constantly
PGR's required for most cereal crops to sustain 8-15t/ha yield
Ramularia in barley!!! Something we'll have to watch out for in Australia.

ROC average 2.5% for arable and 3.5% dairy. Long time family owned farms with no debt are much
higher.
Run to your problems, don't ignore them. Be brave but not naive when dealing with issues thrown
up around social license.
Surprised that farmers owned a lot of their own equipment given the small size of the properties and
the range of specialised equipment required for different crop types. I expected that there would
have been more contractors operating in the seeding, spraying, harvest space.
Surprising how good they are at growing wheat when they only grow a few 000 ha's per year.
Was great to see the plains and hear what is happening with the wheat and barley varieties, how it
all works with farmers and PBR, trials and what countries their wheat and barleys originate from.
Water doesn't cost anything - though it is incorporated into cost of land
Seed companies who pays for trials, development (we pay royalties on top of purchase)
World record wheat yield holder attributes success to 'attention to detail' and timeliness of
operations
POST-TOUR: 1. Were my expectations of the trip met? Were there any not met? 2. What have been
my primary learning experiences? 3. What opportunities have I identified? 4. What follow up
communication will I make after this tour?
Expectations were exceeded. A great variety of producers, researchers and extension specialists
generated some great discussion and raised a lot of points of interest.
Expectations were exceeded. I knew I would gain a lot from this trip but I underestimated the
avenues it would come from. I gained a huge amount from the peer learning - the beers and chats in
the evening, learning about people's stories and their farms. I also gained something from every
business, farm and person visited.
Primary learning experiences surround the point of view that we haven’t diversified enough and that
there will be other crops out there that suit our climate, rainfall and soils. If we can add a few in and
potentially stretch the rotation we will be able to combat a range of issues.
All agricultural industries face similar issues. Labour, access to capital, government/public
implemented policies. Some sectors and individuals are better at responding than others.
Find a dairy farmer to be a mentor.
Nicole Hammond. Also connect with WA dairy industry to pick their brains on producing at the
absolute maximum (where if you push any harder you can go backwards in a hurry)
Expectations were met. Learning that different farming systems still require the same fundamentals
to succeed, such as clear and effective management/strategy, good culture, well resourced
(including quality human resources), strong attention to detail, hard work, good technical

understanding. Identified opportunities are to assess the above fundamentals and develop on any
gaps.
Fantastic trip. Learned a lot more than I thought we would. I wasn’t sure before what could be
similar for our farms, however a lot of issues similar to ours eg social license, corporate ag,
government regulations etc
Great networking with our tour crew had also. Everyone was very forthcoming with information and
lessons learnt over their years farming.
I am heartened that we are probably still ahead of the game in regards to social licence but the
quote of the tour needs remembering "be brave, not naive."
I have not come away with much inspiration about where we are headed in regards to farm
succession and revitalising WA rural communities as from what we heard from the select group we
heard from we seem things in NZ are no better.
I was a little negative about what we could learn coming to such a vastly different agricultural
system to our own but have been stunned at the parallels.
I'm also heartened that in comparison our profitability is still competitive to NZ agricultural.
Informal discussion with others in our local community regarding how we approach the whole social
licence issue will be on the agenda following this trip.
Liked hearing about performance management plan for employees. We currently don't have a lot of
knowledge/skill or a formal plan on how to do that. Problem solving plan at the dairy sounds good..
.....ask why 5 times.....I’ll be googling that to see what pops up.
Lots of unexpected info and discussions had at certain places
My expectations were met. I assumed NZ ag would be "untouchable" and not subjected to
regulations and social license issues. They are facing similar, if not worse issues than us. The smaller
farms are quite intensive and diversified, they try to get the most out of their land. I am sure we
could work a bit harder on the smaller things like crop stages and timings. Water, can we utilise
better in WA?? I will communicate our trip back thru my grower group, possibly via a written report
or general discussions.
My expectations were much better than I thought. Great trip well worth time and effort
Opportunities to explore is irrigation using low cost products and equipment I have seen on this trip
for a pilot trial on farm
Really pleased with the content of the trip. I think we got a good cross section of New Zealand
agriculture. The dairy sector was a standout, most notably the value that DairyNZ added to their
members business was really noticeable. Grain and seed production was interesting, the need to
push production to the highest level to maintain farm viability and ROI was evident. To be able to
travel the area with a great bunch of ag people induced fantastic conversation which has me excited
about the future of WA farming.

Reinforced my sentiments on treat your employees well. Staff relations were spelled out
wonderfully at the dairy visit by the inspirational Angela. There is a lot to learn from their system but
also many are already doing this well but many are not. Educating farmers on what is acceptable
needs to happen more.
The Kiwis to me seem to be selling their industry to future job seekers better than us but maybe this
is mainly location which is a hard sell for us. Therefore, I have not come away with too many
worthwhile ideas how we can revitalise the population decline around in rural Australia.
They were exceeded. It's hard to predict what it will entail, as you never know what you don't know.
I was surprised how much I took away from livestock producers, given we were all predominantly
grain growers. 2. Primary learning experiences would be about the requisite attention to detail to
grow a thumping crop. I doubt WA growers could throw cost to the wind when growing, as these
guys have no conceivable upper limit on production. It's only internal factors that hold them back.
We have an opportunity to become vastly more specific with crop growth stages. The attention to
detail in this respect couldn't hurt.
To think we grow grain in maybe the harshest environment in the world and the Kiwis grow grain in
one of the most perfect environments in the world and there are still so many problems that we
share.
Was impressed by the HR support and systems in place in the small corporate dairy farm. Will be
worthwhile following up with dairy NZ web page to see what resources they have available. Quite
interested in following up and writing a self induction system for contractors and visitors and new
casuals to be compliant.
Was probably surprised that they have even greater urban divide than Australia. Seems like animal
welfare, N applications will be facing greater scrutiny. If the green lefties, cotton onto the high inputs
of fertiliser and herbicides in cropping systems they may face greater scrutiny in that space as well.
Would like to ask the guys close to me that have pivots to see how they are going with them and
what they have tried
Would like to return at some stage to explore areas more and gather info as possible projects come
on line.
Yes my expectations were met and probably exceeded in some areas especially to do with HR and
the dairy we looked over with Angela and Nicole. The willingness to share information was great and
reinforced that all good farmers have basic fundamentals that they operate with - good work ethic,
willingness to learn and apply, positive workplace culture, technical expertise in your area and good
reliable human resources.

Communication and extension from the Study Tour
As a way of addressing Output 1 of this funding, a number of extension and communication products
that contribute to practice change on farm, relationship building, or the capacity and ability of the
Australian grains industry were carried out (with some still to come).
Places where extension has occurred (to date) include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GRDC Western news - February 2020: Yield focus for New Zealand study tour
Northern Agri Group (NAG) newsletter: New Zealand Grower Study Tour 2020 Raylene Burns
Liebe group newsletter: RCSN NZ Study Tour Daniel Birch (To be printed)
Regional Rural Radio: South Island Rural radio interview (Daniel Birch & Julianne Hill)
Discussions at Perth Regional Research Updates
Kwinana West RCSN member meeting: Presentation by Darrin Lee to RCSN members on the
Study Tour
Western Region Ground Cover article: May edition by Jo Fulwood (to be printed)
Numerous Twitter and Facebook posts with hashtag #GRDCStudyTour (see below for some
samples)

Photos:

Caption: Daniel Birch, Andrew Cripps & Marcus Blake in a seed hemp paddock

Caption: David & Tracey Fishers property on the Canterbury plains grew wheat, Ryegrass, White
Clover, Cabbage, Red clover, Spinach, Rape, Radish, Corn salad and hemp

Caption: Eric Watson, world record wheat grower and David Weith (Bayer Territory Sales Manager)

Caption: FarmRight farm manager Angela Reid and Nicole Hammond (DairyNZ Consulting Officer)
talked to us about they grow grass. Here Angela shows us sugar beets

Caption: Jason Stokes and Raylene Burns in some radish seed crop near Ashburton

Caption: Phil Smith (cereal seeds manager) and Lyndon Anderson (NZ Sales manager) for Carrfields
Grain and Seed at their wheat trial site near Ashburton

Caption: Phil Smith (cereal seeds manager) for Carrfields Grain and Seed shows the GRDC Study tour
participants some seed clover paddocks

Caption: Timaru farmers Warren and Joy Darling are current world record barley growers. They were
kind enough to show us how they do it

Caption: Tony White and Andrew Cripps check sunflowers growing at Warren and Joy Darlings
property

Caption: Daniel Birch and Julianne Hill were interviewed on live radio (similar to our ABC Country
Hour) at the South Island Field days about the Study Tour and about GRDC.

Caption: Nathan Dovey (Stirlings to Coast CEO) finds out more about draining waterlogged soils at
the FarmRight property near Lumsden

Caption: Nearing the end of our trip. The group at Lake Waikaputu

Tweets

Impressions 3867; Total engagements 437

Impressions 882; Total engagements 45

Impressions 1834; Total engagements 176

Impressions 3015; Total engagements 158

24 retweets; 221 likes
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